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Abstract. A model is developed mathematically to represent sound propagation in a 
three-dimensional ocean. The complete development is based on characteristics of the 
physical environment, mathematical theory, and computational accuracy. 
While the two-dimensional underwater acoustic wave propagation problem is not yet 
solved completely for range-dependent environments, three-dimensional environmental 
effects, such as fronts and eddies, often cannot be neglected. To predict underwater 
sound propagation, one usually deals with the solution of the Helmholtz (reduced wave) 
equation. This elliptic equation, along with a set of boundary conditions including a 
wall condition at the maximum range, forms a well-posed problem, which is pureboundary- 
value problem. An existing approach to economically solve this three-dimensional 
range-dependent problem is by means of a two-dimensional parabolic partial differential 
equation. This parabolic approximation approach, within the limitation of mathematical 
and acoustical approximations, offers efficient solutions to a class of long-range 
propagation problems. The parabolic wave equation is much easier to solve than the 
elliptic equation; one major saving is the removal of the wall boundary condition at 
the maximum range. The application of the two-dimensional parabolic wave equation to 
a number of realistic problems has been successful. 
We discuss the extension of the parabolic equation approach to three-dimensional 
problems. This paper begins with general considerations of the three-dimensional 
elliptic wave equation and shows how. to transform this equation into parabolic equa- 
tions which are easier to solve. The development of this paper focuses on wide angle 
three-dimensional underwater acoustic propagation and accommodates as a special case 
previous developments by other authors. In the course of our development, the physica 
properties, mathematical validity, and computational accuracy are the primary factors 
considered. We describe how parabolic wave equations are derived and how wide angle 
propagation is taken into consideration. Then, a discussion of the limitations and 
the advantages of the parabolic equation approximation is highlighted. These provide 
the background for the mathematical formulation of three-dimensional underwater 
acoustic wave propagation models. 
Modelling the mathematical solution to three-dimensional underwater acoustic wave 
propagation involves difficulties both in describing the theoretical acoustics and in 
performing the large scale computations. We have used the mathematical and physical 
properties of the problem to simplify considerably. Simplications allow us to intro- 
duce a three-dimensional mathematical model for underwater acoustic propagation 
predictions. Our wide angle three-dimensional parabolic equation model is theoreti- 
cally justifiable and computationally accurate. This model offers a variety of capa- 
bilities to handle a class of long-range propagation problems under acoustical environ- 
ments with three-dimensional variations. 
Details can be found in the article entitled "A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR THE THREE- 
DIMENSIONAL OCEAN SOUND PROPAGATION", which is to appear in the Journal of Mathematical 
Modelling. 
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